Tuition Fee Charged at Baruch School; Council to Strike Friday Night Meetings

Demonstration Set Against Tuition

Stupid Council, at its Friday night swinging soiree, passed a majority of the Strella Komplot '64 (going on '65) to strike its own meetings for the rest of the semester as a demonstration against tuition.

The decision was deemed necessary as the members felt they had to do something, and a strike of their own meetings was the only move they could get support for.

Caramba Palamba, president of Stupid Council, was visibly upset by the outcome of the vote which passed by an overwhelming majority of 2-1-27. He bawled, "Now I won't have any place to vent my frustration."

The deciding vote was cast by Crazy Vanderham '65, Palamba's noisiest, who said, "Now Caramba will spend money on me by taking me out Friday night instead of having the rest of the semester around a table. I had to vote yes, for the sake of my reputation."

Corresponding scribbler Leff Heavit '64 claimed that Palamba's downfall came when he began the practice of forefiging naughty representatives to sit through the entire soiree with their fingers over their mouth.

The question of tuition did not matter.

In other business, Stupid Council voted to send a bus up to Albany to demonstrate against management.

"I might have become an old maid," said one originator of the motion, "if it would fake Governor Rocky out and he might then campaign in favor of the mandate. I learned all about negative psychology in Dr. John Roswell's class," Gerhard (Continued on Page 1)

Ridiculous Robots Destroyed With Replacement by Foods

The Department of Stupid Life has announced that commencing tomorrow, all faculty members at the Baruch School will have to spend money on meals by taking me out Friday night instead of having the rest of the semester around a table.

"I had to vote yes, for the sake of my reputation."

The Stinkle Report, prepared by Dr. Casey Stinkle, a famous educationalist, has superseded the Cocktail Report for consideration by the faculty.

The latter report, prepared by Dr. Donald P. Cocktail, was found lacking as compared to Dr. Stinkle's effort.

The final recommendation of the Stinkle Report was that the Baruch School be changed to Stinkle's Twenty-Third Street, in honor of Marvelous Manny Socks, dean of the Baruch School.

"That way, more people will get confused, drop out of school, and be as dumb as me. Yeah, yeah!"

When notified of the apparent confusion in these two suggestions, Dr. Stinkle said, I suppose that when the time comes for me to bring my data up to the realization stage for comparison with the timeless element in our society, I will forsake all obstacles."

Cool Buehl, who was present when Casey made the statement, fainted.

St. Stinkle declared that the current decree of Bachelor of Business Administration should be maintained, because "girl students go to the college who don't expect to get herself a degree."

"The site of the college should not be changed," Casey maintained.

"It stands true, the central location of the school makes it easy for Stupid Council to picket any where in the City with no travel involved."

St. Stinkle also made a partial passage in the TRAUMA for being the only college to pay $150 every two months in addition to his $80. Joe Tratt said no one missed the time in breadth of this great school.

The last word was left in Casey was that the school had a chance to hit the city of "Bromberg, the dump." (Continued on Page 1)

Teachers To Pay

The Board of Higher Education announced yesterday that commencing tomorrow, all faculty members at the Baruch School will have to pay $10,000 tuition fee or they will not be paid.

"As we attempt for the remainder of the term," Teachers of other branches of the City University will not be charged.

Dr. Russie Rosenbush, chairman of the B. H. E., said that he realizes that students cannot afford to pay tuition, so before the State forces the fee to pay, I want to build up a large working fund.

"When the faculty at the Baruch School is in, we can convince students to pay tuition for students indefinitely."

Marvelous Manny Socks, dean of the Baruch School, said, "I doubt that any teacher in our College will be forced to drop out, as they are all rich. Unfortunately, the faculty at other schools cannot afford it."

Jean Socks, THE TRAUMA's editor, inventedly stated, does the income tax come from the 92.7% of the C.U. N.Y. faculty members? (Continued on Page 1)

Playgirls to Provide Stupid Council Boats For Fun Excursion

Stupid Council's annual boating trip, as a result of the strenuous, intelligent, diligent, and most efficient Stupid Council level of service, will be provided by the Playgirls Travelling Under Moonlight Necking in the Daylight Boating Company.

Instead of the usual steamboat, one rowboat and seven thousand canoes have been rented for Sister's Day, Friday, April 17. Each canoe will be "maned" by four playgirl handles. The cans can be lowered one at a time to the Bored of Higher Education for fun.
Letters TO THE TRAUMA

Call Me Irresponsible

DEAR TRAUMA;

I was not able to be there this time because of "sickness," but I still want to express my concern about the "term of art" of "sickness." While I was unable to be there, I am sure that you all had a splendid time. As usual, you all are taking a "term of art" of "sickness." I am still in that "term of art" of "sickness." I am sure that you all had a splendid time. You are all taking a "term of art" of "sickness." I am still in that "term of art" of "sickness."

He Rabbles

Dear Trauma,

"I am a responsible, hard-working member of the community. I have a job and I pay my taxes. I am a good citizen."

Sincerely,

[signature]

To the Editor:

The TRAUMA was in need of a "term of art" of "sickness." I was unable to be there, but I am sure that you all had a splendid time. You are all taking a "term of art" of "sickness." I am still in that "term of art" of "sickness."

Sincerely,

[signature]

He Rabbles

To the Editor:

I am a responsible, hard-working member of the community. I have a job and I pay my taxes. I am a good citizen. I am a "term of art" of "sickness." I was unable to be there, but I am sure that you all had a splendid time. You are all taking a "term of art" of "sickness." I am still in that "term of art" of "sickness."

Sincerely,

[signature]
Piston Bottles Syrup
In Heavyweight Bout

Funny Piston, heavyweight champ of the world, announced today that he will defend his title against "Busted" Yustin Syrup.

Syrup declared he was overwhelmed by Piston's confidence. The terms of the fight are as follows: Piston's hands and feet must be bound, his eyes must be blindfolded and prior to the first round, he must consume three quarts of assorted liquors. According to ring experts, such a fight should be a sellout.

City College students were overcome by the game as they learned that the Beaver five made the N.C.A.A. playoffs. The fans drank it up and danced in the streets (especially on Eight Avenue in front of Madison Square Garden).

City College's five recently finished their season undefeated in league play. The team also captured a major invitational tournament. "It's a shame," said Piston, "I hope he can fill my shoes. They're size fourteen."

The 1964 C.C.N.Y. football schedule was announced yesterday. Included among the opponents are Penn State, Pittsburg, Miami, Ohio State, and Illinois. The schedule was limited to the{...}